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"Father Ryan's work on the Living Wage .s perhaps the best exposi-

tion of the labor phase of the social problem. It has taken its place on

the shelves of public and private libraries beside other standard works,

while the name of the author is associated with the leading American

sociologists. J T iri
" The volume is prefaced by an introduction by Professor Richard 1.

.
tly,

the noted American economist. As the title indicates, the subject is not

merely treated from an economic point of view, but also in ite economic

aspects— a course of procedure that is somewhat of a departure from pre-

vailing discussions of economic subjects. There is a tendency to treat

political economy as a subject related to mathematics. Statistics and

axioms are the predominating features. However, the science of political

economy cannot disregard the origin and destiny of man.

" ' The Living Wage ' is based on the principles of Christian philosophy.

Its logic proceeds from the Christian conception of the dignity of man.

Father Ryan's book is thus a most timely and necessary contribution to

sociological literature. That 'The Livin- Wage' has met the popularity

that it has, is evidence of the growing conviction that the social problem

cannot be solved except on Christian principles."— CV>«»i«« Cause.

" It is refreshing to pick up a book by Dr. Ryan, who is always so sane

andso convincing." — A'orM IVestern Chronicle.

"The book is considered the best presentation of Catholic economic

thought at the disposal of the general reader."- ^/te»;' Ttmes- Union.

"That this economic study by Father Ryan is a solid work is evidenced

bv the fact that it was first published in 1906, and was reprinted m 190s,

i5.o, and 1912. . . . Instead of appeals to sentiment or g^t"'?g 8"";
abties, Professor Ryan offers seasoned argumenU and precise docUine.

— Portland Evening Telegram.

"The most judicious and balanced di»c-is'on at the disposal of the

general reader."— World To-day.
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